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ABSTRACT
In Kirby's problem list [R. Kirby: Problems in Low
Dimensional Manifold Theory. Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 32,
(1978), p.28] is "Problem 2.4: (Birman) Let a be the
obvious homomorphism Aut(7r^(Ng)) where 71 is the
group of isotopy classes of orientation preserving homeo-
morphisms of N . Is kernel ( a )  finitely generated?"
9
Here N denotes the 3-dimensional orientable handlebody 
9
of genus g. See [J. Birman: Braids, Links, and Mapping
Class Groups. Ann. of Math. Studies No. 82, PUP(1975),
p. 220]. In [E. Luft: Actions of the Homeotopy Group
of an Orientable 3-Dimensional Handlebody. Math. Ann.
234 (1978), Corollary 2.3] Luft proves that kernel (a)
is generated by Dehn twists along properly embedded
2-cells in N . In [J. Birman: Private communication.
9
Aug. 6, 1979] it was suggested that a geometric proof 
of Luft's result be found since Luft's proof was alge­
braic in nature. The author gives a constructive geo­
metric proof of Luft's Theorem in the case of a handle­
body of genus two.
v
Chapter 1: Preliminaries
Section 1.1: The PL category
For a general source on the PL category see [R-S].
All spaces and all maps in this paper are PL.
Some notation follows. If S is a subspace of x ,
then the closure of s in X is denoted by Cj£(S) . If 
f: A *4 B is a function, then the image of f , ff(a)jaeA), 
is denoted by Im f .
Section 1.2: Manifolds
If M is a n-manifold, the interior of M is 
Int M={xeM|x has a neighborhood homeomorphic to Rn} , 
and the boundary of M is Bd M = M\ Int M . An n-cell 
((n-l)-sphere) is a space homeomorphic to an n-simplex 
(the boundary of an n-simplex). A 1-cell is called an arc. 
If L is a submanifold of M , then L is properly embed­
ded in M if L n Bd M = Bd L .
Section 1.3: Isotopy
If H: X x I -* Y is a map, define Hfc: X -» Y for each 
tel by Hfc(x)=H(x,t) for each x e x  . A map,
H: Xx I X , is an isotopy if each H^ .: X-»X is a homeo-
morphism of X onto X . An isotopy, H: X x I -» X , is a
mod S isotopy of x if S is a subset of S and
Ht (s) = s for each tel, s e S . An isotopy, H: X x I •* X ,
1
is invariant on S if S is a subset of X and H,_(S) =S--------  t
for each tel . For proofs of the following two Theorems 
see [R-S].
Theorem 1.3.1: If M is a manifold with compact boundary,
then any isotopy of BdM extends to one of M .
Theorem 1.3.2: Let B be an n-cell. If h : B *♦ B is a
homeomorphism of B onto B and hlBdB is the identity,
then h is mod Bd B isotopic to the identity.
Section 1.4: Orientation
For a discussion of orientation see [R-S]. For a 
proof of the following Theorem see [G].
Theorem 1.4.1: If M is an n-cell or an n-sphere, then
any orientation-preserving homeomorphism of M onto itself 
is isotopic to the identity.
Section 1.5: Regular neighborhoods
For a discussion of regular neighborhoods see [R-S]. 
If K is a compact polyhedron in a manifold M , then a 
choice of a regular neighborhood for K in M will always 
mean a second derived neighborhood of K with respect to 
a triangulation of M which contains K as a subcomplex. 
A proof of the following Theorem can be found in [R-S].
Theorem 1.5.1: Suppose and N2 are regular neighbor­
hoods of a compact polyhedron K is a manifold M . Then
there is a mod K isotopy, H: M x I -»M , such that
H]L (N-l) = N2 .
Section 1.6: Two-sided embeddings
A compact (n-1)-manifold F is 2-sided in an n-mani-
fold M if there is an embedding h: Fx [-1,1] -♦ M with 
h(x,0)=x for each x e F  and h(Fx [-l(l])n BdM 
= h((BdF) x [-1,1]) . For a proof of the following Theorem 
see [H] .
Theorem 1.6.1: If F is a compact (n-1)-manifold properly
embedded in an n—manifold M and if image 
(i^ : (F;Z2) -» H-^ (M;Z2)) =0 , then F is 2-sided in M .
For F a 2-sided (n-1)-manifold in an n-manifold M 
and h: Fx [-1,1] -♦ M an embedding as above, the n-manifold 
M\h(Fx (-1,1)) is called the result of cutting M along F.
Section 1.7: Two-cells with n holes
If D is a 2-cell and Di'***Dn (nI> 0) is a collec­
tion of mutually disjoint 2-cells lying in Int D , then 
the space D\Int(D^U *** UDn) is called a 2-cell with n 
holes, and will be denoted by D(n) . It is well-known 
(see [M]) that a 2-cell with m holes is homeomorphic to 
a 2-cell with n holes if and only if m = n . A 2-cell
4with 1 hole is called an annulus. A properly embedded arc 
c in D(n) is called a spanning arc if Bdc intersects 
two components of BdD(n) . The result of cutting a 2-cell 
with n holes along a spanning arc is a 2-cell with n-1 
holes. The result of cutting a 2-cell n holes along a 
properly embedded arc which is not a spanning arc is the 
disjoint union of a 2-cell with n / holes for some n' , 
OjCn^n and a 2-cell with n - n / holes.
Section 1.8: Handlebodies
If N is an orientable 3-manifold containing a collec­
tion v,,»• •, v of mutually disjoint 2-cells properly em- 
bedded in N such that the result of cutting N along
v = v, U ••• U v is a 3-cell, then N is called a handlebody 1 g ---------
(of genus g), and v is called a system of meridian disks 
(for N) . If P: vx [-1,1] -» N is a 2-sided embedding of 
v in N and g>0 , then the surface (BdN)\(vx (-1,1)) 
is a 2-cell with 2g - 1 holes and its boundary is 
P((Bdv) x {-1/1}) • The following two Theorems follow from 
elementary "cut and paste" arguments.
Theorem 1.8.1: If N is a handlebody and v, v' are
systems of meridian disks for N and Bd v = Bd v ' , then 
there is a mod Bd v isotopy, H: N x I -> N , such that 
H-^ (v) = v ' .
5Theorem 1.8.2: If N is a handlebody of genus g and
w^,* **wg is a collection of mutually disjoint 2-cells
properly embedded in N , then w = w, U***Uw is a system
J- 9
disks for N provided (Bd N)\Bd w is connected.
Section 1.9: General position
If F is a 2-manifold, then a system of curves in F 
is a properly embedded compact 1-submanifold of F . If 
k , I are systems of curves in a 2-manifold, F , then k 
and I are in general position if k fl I is a finite sub­
set of Int F and for each p € k P i there is an open
2
neighborhood U in F and a homeomorphism h: U ■+ F onto 
p^ such that h (U H k) = P x {0} and h(Un jJ) = (0} x P • If 
N is a handlebody, k is a 1-subcomplex of N , and 
P: vx [-1,1] -» N is a 2-sided embedding of a system of me­
ridian disks for N , then k is in general position with 
P if k n v is finite and k (1 Im P = P ( (k n v) x [ - 1 »  1] ) •
Chapter 2: Luft's Theorem
If N is a handlebody and D is a properly embedded
2-cell in N, P : Dx [-1,1] N is a 2-sided embedding of 
D in N , and h: N-»N is a homeomorphism such that for 
each xeN\P(DX (-1,1)) h(x)=x, then h is called a sim­
ple twist of N . It is easy to see that simple twists are 
homotopic to the identity.
If N is a handlebody and for each i = 1, • • •, n hu : N -♦ N 
is a simple twist of N or a homeomorphism of N isotopic 
to the identity, then the composition h^ o ... 0 h^ is called 
a twist of N .
A proof of the following Theorem will be included at 
the end of this chapter.
Theorem 2.1 [L,1]: Let N be a handlebody of genus two.
Suppose h: N-»N is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism 
which is homo topic to the identity. Then h is a twist of 
N .
If N is a handlebody, v is a system of meridian 
disks for N , and k is a system of curves in BdN in 
general position with respect to Bd v , then k is said to 
be cyclically reduced with respect to v if there exists 
a 2-sided embedding of v in N, P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N , k is 
in general position with P , and each arc component c of 
k\P(vx (-1,1)) intersects two boundary components of 
(Bd N)\P(v x (-1,1)) .
6
7The following Lemma will be proved in a later chapter.
Lemma 2.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus two and let v
be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose k is a 
system of curves in Bd N and no component of k is contrac­
tible in N . Then there is a twist T of N such that 
T(k) is cyclically reduced with respect to v .
If N is a handlebody, v = v. U * *• U v is a system
 ^ y
of meridian disks for N , and k = k, U •••Ilk is a system 
of curves in Bd N in general position with Bd v such that 
ki n Vj = 0 if i f j and k^ n v^ is exactly one point for 
each i , then k is said to be a system of curves in BdN 
which is conjugate to v .
The following four Lemmas will be proved in later 
chapters.
Lemma 2.3: If N is a handlebody, v is a system of merid­
ian disks for N , and k is a system of curves in Bd N 
which is conjugate to v , then no component of k is con­
tractible in N .
Lemma 2.4: Let N be a handlebody, let v be a system
of meridian disks for N , and let k be a system of curves
in Bd N which is conjugate to v . Suppose h: N-»N is 
a homeomorphism which is homotopic to the identity and 
h(k) is cyclically reduced with respect to v . Then
h(k) is conjugate to v .
Lemma 2.5: Let N be a handlebody of genus two, let v
be a system of meridian disks for N , and let k be a 
system of curves in BdN which is conjugate to v . Sup­
pose w is a system of meridian disks for N and k is 
conjugate to w . 'Then there is an isotopy H: N x I -» N 
such that Hj (v) = w .
Lemma 2.6: [L,l;p.285], [L, 2] : Let N be a handlebody and
and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose 
h: N-*N is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism which 
is homotopic to the identity and h(v) =v . Then h is a 
twist of N .
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus two
and suppose h: N-*N is an orientation-preserving homeo­
morphism which is homotopic to the identity. Choose a sys­
tem of meridian disks v = v^ (j for N . Choose a system 
k = kj, curves in Bd N which is conjugate to v .
Now k^ and k2 are non-contractible by Lemma 2.3. Since 
h is a homeomorphism h(k^) and ^(k^) are non-contrac­
tible in N . By Lemma 2.2 there is a twist T of N such 
that To h(k) is cyclically reduced with respect to v .
By Lemma 2.h Toh(k) is conjugate to v. since Toh(k) is 
also conjugate to Toh(v), by Lemma 2.5 there is an isotopy 
H: N x I -* N such that H^oToh(v) = v . Now by Lemma 2.6
o T o h is a twist T /of N. Then h = T~^o (H^)”^ o T / and 
hence h is a twist of N . Thus the Theorem is proved. □
Chapter 3: Homotopy
Section 3.1: The core of a handlebody
Let N be a handlebody of genus g > 0 , let v be a 
system of meridian disks for N , and let P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N 
be a 2-sided embedding of v in N . Associated with P 
there is a strong deformation retract T which will be con­
structed as follows. For each i = l,*»*,g choose a point 
y^ e Int and let y = {y^ » * **'Yg} • B denote the
3-cell N\P(vx (-1,1)) . Note that P(y x (-1,1)) is a
collection of 2g points in Bd B . Let
3h: B-* [-1,1] x [-1,1] x [-1,1] = [-1»1] he a homeomorphism
3
of B onto the convex 3-cell [-1,1] . Note that
h(P(yx {-1,1})) is a collection of 2g points in
Bd([-l,l]^) . Let C denote the cone of h(P(yx {-1,1}))
3 3
in [-1,1] with vertex the point (0,0,0) in [-1,1]
Denote h_1 (0,0,0) eB by xQ . Let
r = h -1(C) (J P(y x [-1,1]) . For each i let I\ denote the
1-sphere in T which contains the point P(y^,0) . Then
T is the wedge of the collection r.,**-r and T has1 g
wedge point Xq . Now choose a strong deformation retract 
R: Nx I-+N of N onto T such that
R(P(v^ x {s}) xl) c P(v± x {s} ) for each s e [-1,1] and such 
that R(Bx I) ctb . Then T is called a core of N asso­
ciated with P and R is called a retract associated with
r .
9
10
Section 3.2: Cyclic words
Let N be a handlebody of genus g>0 , let v be a 
system of meridian disks for N , let P: vx [-1,1] -> N be 
a 2-sided embedding of v in N , let r be a core of N 
associated with P , and let R be a retract associated 
with r .
Let S denote the unit circle (exp(it)|te R] in the
complex numbers. For each i choose a homeomorphism
fi : (S, {1}) -* tf\f (xQ}) such that (exp (-| 7ri)) = P (y^-1)
4 .
and f^  (exp (y tti) ) = P(y^,l) . It is well-known that the 
fundamental group tt^ CT^Xq) is a free group with basis 
{ [f^,-*-, [fg]} [M, p. 125].
Suppose that k is a simple closed curve in BdN 
which is in general position with P . Choose a homeomor­
phism f: s -* k of s onto k such that f(l) i Im P . Let
n = card(kn v) . A finite sequence (ai» ) in the set
{ [f^], • • •, [fg] , [f^ ] "»•••# [f ] is defined which records
the encounters and the direction of the encounters of k 
with v as follows. Define e: I -» Bd N by
e (t) = f (exp 27rit) . Then e”"^  (Bd v) = {t^  < • • • < t ) c Int (I) .
For each j=l,»**,n let
Sj =min(e“1 (P(v x [-1,1} )) n [tj, 1] ) . Then
e (s j ) e P(vi^j x f 6 (j )} ) for some i (j ) = 1, •••,g and
6 (j ) = ± 1 . Let aj = [fi(j)]k^ • The sequence
(a^,•••,an) is called a cyclic word associated with k .
11
If it is the case that R1 o f(l) = xQ , then the homotopy 
class [R^  o f] = a^* • *an € (F,Xq) .
Section 3.3: The proof of Lemma 2.3
Proof of Lemma 2.3: Let N be a handlebody of genus g ,
let v be a system of meridian disks for N , and let k 
be a system of curves in Bd N which is conjugate to v .
If g = 0 , then k = 0 and there is nothing to prove. So 
suppose g>0 . Let k^ be one of the components of 
k = k. U • • • U k • Let P: v x [-1,1] N be a 2-sided embed- 
ding of v in N such that k^ is in general position 
with P . Choose a homeomorphism g: S->k. of S onto 
k^ such that g (1) i Im P , g (exp (-j mi)) e P (v^  x (-1) ) , 
and g (exp (-j mi) ) e P(v^x (1)) . Then a cyclic word associ­
ated with k^ is ([f^ ]) • Choose a mod ImP isotopy 
J: N x I -♦ N such that R1 o o g (1) = xQ . Then the homotopy
class [Rj ° J1 o g] = [fi] in tt^ CT.Xq ) . Therefore ki is
not contractible in N . It follows that no component of 
k is contractible. Hence the Lemma is proved, n
Section 3.4: Free groups
Let F be a free group with basis
B = (b^ • • • ,bg} g>0. Let B* = BU [b^, •••b’1) . A word
a.*»*a £F such that each a. e B* is said to be reduced i n  i .
if aiai+i ? * f°r each i = l**,,»n-l and cyclically
reduced if it is reduced and ana^ 7* 1 • Each element of F
12
is equal to a unique reduced word. See [L-S, p.3] .
Lemma 3.4.1: Let F be a free group with basis
B=fb.,...,b } g>0. If a. ...a is a reduced word, theni g i n
the element of F defined by the product
a, ...a c,...c a” ■*■... a, ^ is not an element of the set B 1 n 1 m n 1
for any cyclically reduced word c. ...c with m>l .1 m
Proof of Lemma 3.4.1: Let F be a free group with basis
B = fb....b } g > 0 . Let a....a be a reduced word and L 1 g I n
let c....c be a cyclically reduced word with m>l . If l m
-1 -1n = 0 , then a. ...a c, ...c a ...a. =c....c . Since1 n l  m n  1 1 m
c....c is a reduced word of length m>l, c,...c i B . l m l m
Let k^.0 . As an induction hypothesis assume that
al* * *akcl* * *cmak^ ’' *ai"^ ^  B ^or any reduced word a^...a^
and cyclically reduced word c....c with m>l . Let1 m
n = k + l , let a. ...a be a reduced word, and letl n
Cl***Cm ke a cyclically reduced word with m>l . Suppose
-1 -1 . -1 -1a....a c, ... c a ...a* £ B « S mce a.....a c - • • • c a ««. a.l n l m n  1 l n l m n  1
is a word with 2n+m terms and 2n+m> 1 , there must be
some cancellation. Since a,...a and c....c are reduced,1 n 1 m
either a c . = l  or c a  ^= 1 . Suppose a c, = 1 . Thenn l  m n  ^ n l
a....a ,c_...c a-1...aT1 e B . It will now be shown that1 n—1 2  m n l
c,...c a”  ^ is a cyclically reduced word. If c a-  ^= 1 , then2 m n m n
c_ -1m =a = c, , which is impossible because c....c is n I l m
cyclically reduced. Therefore c a- 1 ¥ 1 If a ]c =1 ,m n n 2
then c„= a =c7^ , which is impossible because c....c 2 n l l m
13
is reduced. Therefore c0...c a”1 is a cyclically reduced2 m n
word. Since ai’,,an_i a reduce(3 word of length k , 
by the induction hypothesis, a^i* * ,an- i ^ c2* * *cman1^
(a"1, • • -aT1) & B . Therefore a---*a c. • •-c a”1-•-aT1 i B. n-1 1 l n l m n  1
Suppose on the other hand that c a-  ^— 1 . Then it can bem n
proved in an analogous fashion that anci'**cm-l a
cyclically reduced word of length m>l . By the induction
hypothesis (a-.**^ ..) (a c •••c .) (a"1. • •-a., *) jt B .1 n-1 n 1 m-1 n-1 l
Therefore the Lemma is proved. □
Lemma 3.4.2: Let F be a free group with basis
B = {b^ , • • *,bg) g>Q • Let ai***an be a reduced word and
let beB* . If the element of F defined by the product
- 1 - 1  *a,•••a ba --"a, is an element of the set B then I n n 1
a, • • »a ba • • *a-. ^ = b in F .I n n  1
Proof of Lemma 3.4.2: Let F be a free group with basis
B=fb,,***b ] g>0 . Let a.***a be a reduced word and1 1 g  ^ I n
. _ i *
let b e B  . Suppose ai**’an1:>an ***a1 e B . If n = 0,
then a.-**a ba”^**»aT^=b and the Lemma is true. Let l n n i
k^.0 . As an inductive hypothesis assume that if ai*‘*ajc
*  - 1 - 1is a reduced word and b e B  , then ai***afckak *'*ai ~ k .
Let n = k + l , let a, •••a be a reduced word, and let1 n
* -1 -1 * b e B  . Suppose a.-*-a ba_ •••a. e B . Since a,'‘‘a,, c l n n l i n
is reduced and the number of terms in a.••-a ba •-aT1l n n 1
is 2n + 1 > 1 , either anb = 1 or ba”1 = 1 • Suppose
a b = l . Then a”-1 =b . Thereforen n
length of the reduced word k , by the in­
duction hypothesis a,-..a ,ba”1,*»*a71 = b and sol n-1 n- ± i
a,»*.a ba_1*..a7 =b . Suppose on the other hand that 1 n n 1
ba”1 = 1 . Then a_=b . Hence a,*»*a„ ,ba 1,**-a71 e B* . n n ± n— i n— i i
Therefore by the induction hypothesis
-1 -1a,*-*a ,ba ,*»-a, =b . Thus the Lemma is proved. □ l n-1 n—1 1
Section 3.5: The proof of Lemma 2.4
Let N be a handlebody, let v be a system of merid­
ian disks for N , and let P: vx [-1,1] -»N be a 2-sided
embedding of v in N . If k is a system of curves in
Bd N such that if c is an arc component of 
k\P(vx (-1,1)) , then c intersects two distinct boundary 
components of (BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) , then k is said to be 
cyclically reduced with respect to P .
Proof of Lemma 2.4: Let N be a handlebody of genus g ,
let v be a system of meridian disks for N , and let k 
be a system of curves in BdN such that k is conjugate 
to v . Suppose h: N -♦ N is a homeomorphism which is
homotopic to the identity and h(k) is cyclically reduced
with respect to v . Then h(k) is cyclically reduced
with respect to P for some 2-sided embedding of v in
N, P: vx [-1,1] -» N . There is a mod v isotopy of N,
H: Nx I4N , such that (k) is in general position with P.
15
If g =0 , then there is nothing to prove. So suppose 
g> 0 . Let T be a core of N associated with P , let 
Xq denote the vertex of T , and let R denote an associ­
ated retract, since there is a mod BdN isotopy,
H 7: NX I4N , such that h | o h (Xq) = x q * it can t»e assumed 
without loss of generality that h(xQ) = x0 ' Let ki 
one of the components of k = k^ U * * * U kg • It will be shown 
that h(k^)nVj=0 if i^j and h(k.) 0 v, is a single 
point. It can then be concluded from the definition that 
h(k) is conjugate to v . Let B denote the 3-cell
N\P (v x (-1,1)) . Let x^ € k^\Im P . Let g: [0,1] -» B be
an embedding such that g(0) = xq and (Img) n BdB= (x^ } .
Let S denote the unit circle in the complex numbers.
Let f: s-*k^ be a homeomorphism of S onto k^ with 
f (1) = x^ , f (exp -j vi) e P (v^  x {-1} ) and
f (exp -j iri) e P (v^  x {1} ) . Define a map ep: S -» N as follows.
o
If expCjTrit) eS for some te [0,3] , let
g (t) if t e [0,1] , 
cp (exp -j wit) = < f (exp (27ri (t-1) )) if t e [1, 2] ,
g (3-t) if t e [2,3] .
Then cp(1) = XQ and the homotopy class [R^  0 <P] = [f^3 in 
Tr^ (r,Xg) where f ^ : S -* N was defined in Section 3.2.
Since there is an isotopy J: N x I -* N such that J is 
invariant on hfk^ ) U (xq) » J1 oh(x1) 4 Im P , and J^Imcp) 
is in general position with P , it can be assumed without
16
loss of generality that h(x1) i Im P and Im cp is in gen­
eral position with P .
Since h(k^) is a simple closed curve in BdN which 
is in general position with P and ho f: s-*h(k^) is a 
homeomorphism of s onto h(k^) such that 
ho f (1 ) = h (x^ ) (^ImP, a cyclic word (c^ , • • •, cm) associated 
with h(k^) can be defined as in Section 3.2 with respect 
to the homeomorphism h ° f , where each
c . e { [f, ],♦*•, [f ], [f.]”1,• • •, [f ]“1} . Moreover, the word
c,*»-c is a cyclically reduced word in irn {T,xn) because 
1 m u J 1 0
h(k^) is cyclically reduced with respect to P . Since 
h(Img) is in general position with P , a finite sequence
(d^ ,dr) in the set { [f^ , • • •, [fg] , [ f 1, •••,[fg] 1}
can be defined which records the encounters and the direction 
of the encounters of h(Img) with v which will have the
property that the homotopy class
[R^  o h o cp] = * *^rCl* * *Cm^ r"^ * * *^1^ '*'n 7rx^»xo^  * Since
h is homotopic to the identity, [R^  o h o cp] = [f^ ] in 
TT^d^Xg) . Let a1»«*,an be a reduced word in tt^ I^Xq) 
with each aR e { [f^, • • •, [f ], [ f _1, • • *, [fg]-1} such
that a. •••a = d, • ••d in tt, (r,x_.) . since 
1 n 1 r 1 0
a, • • »a.c, .. .c a„^ * * •a’T'1' = [f.l , by Lemma 3.4.1 m = 0 or l n l  m n  1 1
m = 1 . since m cannot equal zero, it follows that m = 1 .
Therefore a, *--a c1 a~^***a7^= [f.l . Therefore 
1 n 1 n l i
- 1  - 1  - 1  - 1c. =a •••a, [f.la,---a . Since a •••a. is reduced. I n  l i l n  n l
[f^ ] eB , and c^ e B , it follows from Lemma 3.4.2 that
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= [f^ ] . Now (c^ ) is a cyclic word for h(k^) . Hence 
([f^]) is a cyclic word for h(k^) . It follows that 
h(k^) o vj = J? if i f j and h(k^) 0 is a single point.
Thus the Lemma is proved. □
Section 3.6: contractible simple closed curves
Lemma 3.6.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus g>0 , let
v be a system of meridian disks for N , and let
P: vx [-1,1] -+ N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N .
Suppose k is a simple closed curve in BdN in general 
position with P such that k p  v f 0 and k is contractible 
in N . Then at least two arc components of 
k\P(vx (-1,1)) are not spanning arcs in the 2-cell with 
2g - 1 holes (Bd N)\P(vx (-1,1)) .
Proof of Lemma 3.6.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
g> 0 , let v be a system of meridian disks for N , and
let P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N.
Suppose k is a simple closed curve in Bd N in general 
position with P such that k n v f 0 and k is contractible 
in N . Let S denote the unit circle in the complex num­
bers . Let f: S -♦ k be a homeomorphism of S onto k
with f(l) i Im P . Let T be a core of N associated with
P , and let R be a retract associated with r , and let 
f [f^],*-*, [fg]) be basis for Tr^ (r,Xg) defined in
Section 3.2. Let (a.,***,a ) be a cyclic word associatedi n
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with k defined as in Section 3.2 with respect to the 
homeomorphism f . Then there is a mod Im P isotopy of N , 
H: NX I-*N , such that o o f defines a map from S 
to T with o o f (1) = Xq and the homotopy class
[R^  ® Hj o f] =!a^-«-a in 7t^ (F,Xq) . Since k is contrac­
tible in N, a1***an = l in tt^ {T,Xq ) . Since k n v f 0 , 
n>0 . Therefore there must be some cancellation and it 
follows that n^ 2 . Suppose aiai+i = ^or some 
i = l,***n-l . Let c^ denote the arc component of 
k\P(vx (-1,1)) which corresponds to this cancellation.
Then c^ is not a spanning arc in (BdN)\P(v x (-1,1)) .
The cyclic word (a. a ,a,,--*a.) is also associatedl+l n 1 l
with k . A similar argument to one above shows that
a^+^• • *ana^• • »a^ = 1 in 7r^(r,XQ) . There is some cancel­
lation in the word ai+i* **anai’**ai an^ a corresponding 
arc component c2 of k\P(vx (-1,1)) is not a spanning 
arc in (Bd N)\P(vx (-1,1)) and is distinct from c^ .
Thus the Lemma is proved. □
Section 3.7: Invariant homeomorphisms
Lemma 3.7.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus g>0 , let
v be a system of meridian disks for N , and let 
P: vx [-1,1] -» N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N . 
Suppose h: N-*N is a homeomorphism which is homotopic to 
the identity and h(ImP) = Im P . Then for each i = l,*»*,g
and e=±l, h (P (vi x [ e))) = P (vA x [ e) ) .
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Proof of Lemma 3.7.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
g>0 , let v be a system of meridian disks for N , and 
let P: vx [-1,1] -4 N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N . 
Suppose h: N-4N is a homeomorphism which is homotopic to
a system of curves in Bd N which is conjugate to v and 
is in general position with P Let T be a core of N 
associated with P , let R be an associated retract, and 
let ( [f1],«**, [fg]} be the basis for 7T^ (r,XQ) defined 
in Section 3.2. Since there is a mod Im P isotopy,
H: N x I -* N , such that o hfx^) = Xg , it can be assumed 
without loss of generality that h(x^) = x^ . Let S denote 
the unit circle in the complex numbers. Let k^ be one 
of the components of k . Choose a homeomorphism 
f: S -* k^ of S onto k^ with f(l)^ImP ,
O li
f (-j Tri) e P (v^  x {-1} ) , and f (y Tri) e P (v^  X {1} ) . Then the
cyclic word for k^ defined as in Section 3.2 with respect
to the homeomorphism f is ( [f^]) . Let B denote the
3-cell K\P(vx (-1,1)) . Choose an embedding g: [0,1] -♦ B
such that g ( 0 ) = X g  and (Im g) n Bd B = (f (1)} . Define
o
the map cp: S -4 N as follows. If exp(-j7rit) eS with 
t e [0 ,3] , let
the identity and h(ImP) =ImP . Let k = k. U * * • U h b e
9
g (t) if t e [0,1]
g(3-t) if t e [2,3] .
if t e [1, 2]
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Then the homotopy class [R^  o cp] = [f^ ] in tt^ {T,x q) .
Since h is homotopic to the identity, the homotopy class 
[Rj oho co] = [f^ ] in ttx (r,xQ) . since the image under h 
of a component of Im P is a component of Im P ,
h (P (v^  x [-1,1] ) ) = P (Vj x [-1,1] ) for some j = 1, • • •, g .
Since L  n P((Bd v^ ) x [-1,1]) is a spanning arc in the 
annulus P((Bdv^) x [-1,1]) and h(P((Bdv^) x [-1,1]))
= P((BdVj) x [-1,1]) , it follows that
h(k^) n P ((Bd Vj ) x [-1,1]) is a spanning arc in the annulus 
P((BdVj) x [-1,1]) . Since there is an isotopy J: Nx I->N, 
which is invariant on {Xg} yP(vx [-1,1}) and such that 
o h(k^) is in general position with P , it can be
assumed without loss of generality that h(k^) is in gen-
4eral position with P . Since ho f(exp ^ rTfi) e P(v. x {e})
3 J
for some e = ± 1 , it follows that the cyclic word for 
h(k^) defined as in Section 3.2 is ([fj]e) and the homo­
topy class [R^  oho cp] = [fj] 6 in 7T^(r,Xg) . Since
[R^  o h o cc] = [f^ ] , it follows that j = i and € = 1 .
4Therefore h 0 f (exp -j rri) e P (v^  x {1} ) and
2ho f (exp rr vri) € P(v. x {-1}) . Since the images under h of
.j X
the components of P (v^  x (1}) U UP(vg x (1)) U
P(v. x [-1]) U * * * U P(v x [-1}) are themselves components,
it follows that h(P(v^x [1 })) = P(v^x {1 }) and
h(P(v^x (-1})) = P(v^x {-1}) . Thus the Lemma is proved. D
Chapter 4: Special T-transformations
Section 4.1: The definition
Let N be a handlebody of genus g > 0 , let v be a
system of meridian disks for N , and let P: vx [-1,1] -» N
be a 2-sided embedding of v in N . Suppose k is a
system of curves in Bd N in general position with P . De­
note the 2-cell with 2g - 1 holes, (BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) , 
by D(2g- 1) . Suppose there is an arc component c of 
k\P(vx (-1 ,1 )) which is not a spanning arc in D (2g - 1 ) . 
Then Bd c c P(Bdv^xfe)) for some i = l,--*,g and 
e = ± 1 . The arc c separates D(2g- 1) . Let F(c) de­
note the closure of the complementary domain of c in
D(2g-1) with the property that F(c) p P(Bdv^x f-e}) - 0 •
/
Let F (c) denote the closure of the other complementary
domain of c in D(2g- 1) . Then F(c) is a 2-cell with
/
n holes for some n, 0_<n<;2g-2, and F (c) is a 
2-cell with (2g- 1) - n holes. Let U be a regular neigh­
borhood of F(c) U P(Bd v. x {e}) in D(2g-1) with respect 
to the subcomplex k\P(vx (-1,1)) . Let u denote the 
unique boundary component of U which lies in Int D(2g- 1). 
Note that k is in general position with u in Bd N and 
since cc U\u , card (u n k) < card (v^  n k) . Choose a 2-cell 
property embedded in the 3-cell N\P(vx (-1,1)) with 
the property that Bd = u . Let v' = (v(jv^)\v^ . Note 
that card (v7 n k) = card (v n k) + card (u n k) - card ( n * 0 •
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Thus card (v7 ok) < card (v ok) . Moreover, v' is the 
union of a collection of g mutually disjoint properly 
embedded 2-cells in N . Since
[ (Bd N)\Bd v/] U P((Bdv^) x [-1,1]) is connected, it 
follows that (Bd N) \Bd v ' is also connected. By a theorem 
in Section 1.8 v' is a system of meridian disks for N . 
The substitution vnv' is called a special T-transforma­
tion with respect to k (along c) [w, 3]. See also [wa] , 
[Z,l], [Z/2], [Z,3]. Note that k is in general position
with Bdv' . The following Lemma is an immediate conse­
quence of the above.
Lemma 4.1.1 [Z, 1; p.236] : Let N be a handlebody of genus
g>0 and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . 
Suppose k is a system of curves in Bd N in general posi­
tion with B d v . If k is not cyclically reduced with re­
spect to v , then there is a special T-transformation 
vh* v ' with respect to k such that 
card (v' ok) < card(vnk) .
Corollary 4.1.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus g>0
and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose 
k is a system of curves in Bd N in general position with 
B d v . Then there is a finite sequence v , v •••,v ^  with 
n^>0 of systems of meridian disks for N such that 
v(i) v(i+1) is a special T-trans format ion with respect 
to k for each i = 0 , **»,n-l and k is cyclically re­
duced with respect to v^n  ^ .
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Proof of Corollary 4.1.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus
g>0 and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . 
Suppose k is a system of curves in Bd N in general posi­
tion with Bd v . Let m = card(vnk) . If m = 0 , then k 
is cyclically reduced with respect to v and the Corollary 
is true. Let p_^ >0 . As an induction hypothesis assume 
that if w is a system of meridian disks for N , k is in
general position with Bdw , and card(wnk) <p , then
f ( X X)there is a finite sequence vt,™', • • • with n^O of
systems of meridian disks for N such that w ^ h w ^ +^  
is a special T-transformation with respect to k for each 
i = 0 ,*..,n-l and k is cyclically reduced with respect 
to w (n) . Suppose m = p + l . If k is cyclically re­
duced with respect to v , then let n = 0 and v is itself 
the desired sequence of systems of meridian disks. If k 
is not cyclically reduced with respect to v , then by 
Lemma 4.1.1 there is a special T-trans format ion v*-»v' of 
k and card(v'n k) < card(vn k) = p +1 . Therefore it
follows from the induction hypothesis that there is a finite
(n)sequence v,v',»**,v with nj>l of systems of meridian
disks for N such that for each i = 0, •••,n-l
is a special T-trans formation with respect to
(n)k and k is cyclically reduced with respect to v . 
'fhus the Corollary is proved. □
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Section 4.2: The proof of Lemma 2.5
Lemma 4.2.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus two, let w
be a system of meridian disks for N , and let k be a 
system of curves in Bd N which is conjugate to w . 
Suppose v is a system of meridian disks for N such that 
k is conjugate to v . Then there is an isotopy,
H: N x I -»N , which is invariant on k (and is not neces­
sarily a mod k isotopy) such that H-^v) =w .
Proof of Lemma 4.2.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
two, let w=w^Uw_^ be a system of meridian disks for N,
and let k = k^Uk  ^ be a system of curves in Bd N which 
is conjugate to w . Suppose v = v^U v is a system of 
meridian disks for N and k is conjugate to v . Choose 
a 2-sided embedding of v in N, P: vx [-1,1] -> N , such 
that k is in general position with P . There is an 
isotopy, J: N x I -♦ N , which is invariant on k such that 
Jj(Bdw) is in general position with P . Define an iso­
topy, J : Nx I -* N , by J ; (x, t) = (x) for each
/
(x,t) € N xI . It follows that J is invariant on k . 
Define a 2-sided embedding of the system of meridian disks 
J\[(v) in N, p ': J^(v) x [-1.1] -»N , by p'(j'(x),t)
= j^oP(x, t) for each x e v  and te [-1 ,1 ] . it follows 
that Bdw is in general position with p 7 . Therefore it 
can be assumed without loss of generality that Bdw is in 
general position with P . Denote the 2-cell with 3 holes 
(BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) by D(3) . Note that since each of k
and Bdw is in general position with P and kfiw cannot 
contain an arc, it follows that kfiwc Int D(3) . The 
proof of Lemma 2.4.1 is by induction on card(vpBdw) . If 
card(v n Bd w) = 0 , then Bdwc Int D(3) . Let F1 , be 
the closures of the complementary domains of Bd w-j^ in 
D(3) . Since k ^ n B d w ^ ^ # ,  k^ is in general position 
with Bd w^ in D(3 ) , and k^pBdw^ is a single point, 
it follows that one of F^ , F^ is an annulus and the other 
is a 2-cell with 3 holes. Assume F^ is the annulus.
Since k_^ n Bd w_ 1 f 0 , it follows that Bdw_1 c Int F^ . 
Since k^f|Bdw_^ = 0, k_^ is in general position with 
Bd w_^ in D(3) , and k_^n Bdw_i is a single point, it 
follows that one of the closures of the complementary do­
mains of Bdw_ 1 in F^ is an annulus, • It follows
/
that there is an isotopy, J : (Bd N) x I ■+ Bd N , which is
invariant on k and such that J^(Bdv) = Bd w . By theorems
in Section 1.3 and Section 1.8 it follows that there is an 
isotopy, H: N x I ■+N , which is invariant on k and such 
that H1 (v) = w . Thus the Lemma is true. Let mj>0 . As 
an induction hypothesis assume that if v is a system of
meridian disks for N, P: vx [-1,1] -»N is a 2-sided em­
bedding of v in N , k is conjugate to v , each of k 
and Bdw is in general position with P, and 
card(v n Bd w) <m , then there is an isotopy, H: NXI-+N , 
which is invariant on k and such that H^fv) = w . Suppose 
v is a system of meridian disks for N , k is conjugate
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to v, P: vx [-1,1] -* N is a 2-sided embedding of v in 
N , each of k and Bdw is in general position with P,
and card (v n Bd w) =m + 1 . since card (vn Bdw) f 0 ,
vfiBdw^ f 0 for some i = ±l . By Lemma 3.6.1 there are 
two arc components c^ , c2 of (Bdw^)\P(vx (-1,1) which 
are not spanning arcs, since k^PBdw^ is a single point, 
it follows that at least one of kn c^ , kn c2 is empty. 
Assume knc^ = j? . Since c^ is not a spanning arc in 
D (3 ) , Bdc^ c P (Bd Vj x {e) ) for some j = ± 1 and e = ± 1 . 
It follows that F(c^) is either 2-cell or a 2-cell with 
2 holes since (k\P(vx (-1,1))) n c^ = 0  . In either case 
if U is a regular neighborhood of P(Bdv^ x fe}) U F(c^) 
in D(3) with respect to the subcomplex
(kU Bd w)\P (v x (-1,1)) and u is the unique boundary com­
ponent of U which lies in Int D(3) , then k is in 
general position with u in BdN, kfiu consists of a 
single point, and this point lies in k^  . Therefore if
Vj is a properly embedded 2-cell in the 3-cell
/ / /
N\P (v x (-1,1)) with Bd Vj = u and vw v = (v u )\v^  is
the corresponding special T-transformation, then k is 
conjugate to v' . Furthermore the closure of one complemen­
tary domain of u in D(3) is an annulus with boundary 
u(jP (Bd Vj x [-1} ) or u[jP (Bd Vj x [ 1)) . In either case
it follows that there is an isotopy, H: N x I -» N , such
/
that H is invariant on k and (v) = v . choose a
/ / /
2-sided embedding, P : v x [-1,1] -> N , of v m  N
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such that each of k and Bdw are in general position
/ / 
with P . Since card(v n Bdw) <card(vn Bdw) =m + l , by
/
the inductive hypothesis there is an isotopy, H : N x I -» N ,
/ / / 
such that H is invariant on k and ) = w . Define
the isotopy, H : N x I-» N , as follows. If (x, t) e N x I ,
(H (:
" (x, t) = f
H (H1 (x),2t- 1) if t e f|,l]
x,2 t) if te [0 ,-i]
let H" . 1
tf ft
Then H is invariant on k and (v) = w . Thus the 
Lemma is proved. □
Proof of Lemma 2.5: Lemma 2.5 is an immediate consequence
of Lemma 4.2.1. □
Chapter 5: Band changes
Section 5.1: Cyclically reduced systems of curves
Lemma 5.1.1 [Z,2;p. 241]: Let N be a handlebody of genus
g^ > 2 and let v be a system of meridian disks for N .
Let be one of the components of v . Suppose v^ is
a properly embedded 2-cell in N with v n v ! = |? and
v /= (vuv^)\v^ is a system of meridian disks for N .
Suppose k is a system of curves in Bd N which is in gen-
/
eral position with Bd(vy v^ ) and k is cyclically re­
duced with respect to v . Suppose for each component c
of k\v that card(cn v^ ) <1 . Then k is cyclically re-
/
duced with respect to v
Proof of Lemma 5.1.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
g^ > 2 and let v be a system of meridian disks for N .
Let v^ be one of the components of v . Suppose v^ is
a properly embedded 2-cell in N with vfi = 0 and
v /= (vU v!)\v. is a system of meridian disks for N .
Suppose k is a system of curves in Bd N which is in gen-
/
eral position with Bd(vyjv^) and k is cyclically re­
duced with respect to v . Suppose for each component c
of k\v that card(cn vf) <1 . Suppose k is not cycli-
/
cally reduced with respect to v . Then there is a 2-sided
/ i t
embedding of v in N , P : v x [-1,1] -> N / and an arc 
/ / f
component d of k\P (v x (-1,1)) which is not a span­
ning arc in (BdNJXP^v’x (-1,1)) . Therefore
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Bd d = {P ' (x-j, 6 ), P/(x2» 6 )} for some 6 = ± 1  and * x 2
distinct points of v ’ which lie in the same component of
v' . There is an e, 0 < e < l  , such that p /(v/x [-e,e])
n v. =j? . If 6=1 , then d ' u P ' ({x^x^ x [e, 1]) is an
/ /
arc component of k\P (v x [-e,e]) which is not a spanning
arc in (Bd N)\P (v x [-e,e]) . if 6 = - 1 , then
d UP ((xi'x2  ^x an arc component of
• /
k\P (v x [-€,€]) which is not a spanning arc in 
(BdN)\P/(v/ x [-€,€]) . If Q ': v ' x [-1,1] -4 N is defined
by Q ' (x, t) = P ' (x, te) for each (x, t) e v / x [-1,1] , then
/ # , /
Q is a 2-sided embedding of v in N , k is in general
position with k , and there is an arc component of
K\Q (v7x (-1 ,1 )) which is not a spanning arc in 
(BdN)\Q,(v/x (-1,1)) . Therefore it can be assumed with­
out loss of generality that n Im P / = 0 . Choose a 2-sided 
embedding of vu vj in N, Q: (v|jvj) x [-1,1] -* N , such 
that Qj (v x [-1,1]) =P and if P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N is de­
fined by P = Ql(vx [-1,1]) , then k is in general position 
with P . Let the 2-cell with 2g - 1 holes,
(BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) , be denoted by D(2g-1) and let the
2 -cell with 2 g - 1 holes, (BdNJXP^v'x (-1 ,1 )) , be de-
/ / 
noted by D (2g-l) . Let d be an arc component of
i t  , /
k\P (v x (-1,1)) which is not a spanning arc in D (2g-l).
i t  i
Let Bd d =(P (x^,6 ),P (x2 ,6 )j for some 6 = ±1 and dis­
tinct points xi' x 2 which lie in the same component of 
v ’ . There are two cases to consider. Either
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Bd d ' c P / (v. x { 6 } ) for some j f i or Bd d ' c P* (v.’ x { 6 ) ) .
J ^
Suppose Bd d ' c P ' (v^  x ( 6 } ) for some j 7* i . If d'n v^ = (3(,
t
then d is an arc component of k\P(vx (-1,1)) which is
not a spanning arc in D(2g-1) . This is impossible. If 
card(d ' n v.) > 2 , then since Bd v. separates D /(2g-l)
1 X
there is an arc component of k\P(vx (-1,1)) contained in 
d / which is not a spanning arc in D(2g-1) . This is im­
possible. If card(d( n v^ ) =1 , then Bd separates
I # / /
Bd d m  D (2g-l) . This is impossible since Bdd is 
contained in a single boundary component of D(2g-1) . 
Suppose on the other hand that Bdd’cP^v^x {6}) . If 
d ' n = $ , then d /cD(2g-l) . Let c denote the com­
ponent of k\v which contains d ’ . Then card(cn v^ ) >2,
/
which is impossible. If card(d fiv^)^>2 , then since
Bd separates D '(2g-1) there is an arc component of
k\P(vx (-1,1)) contained in d 7 which is not a spanning
/
arc m  D(2g-1) . This is impossible. If card(d n v.)=l ,
then Bd separates Bdd/ in D /(2g-l) . This is im-
/
possible since Bd d is contained in a single boundary
/
component of D (2g-l) . Thus the Lemma is proved, rn
Section 5.2: Band changes
Let N be a handlebody of genus g^>2 , let v be a 
system of meridian disks for N , and let P: vx [-1,1] -» N 
be a 2-sided embedding of v in N . Denote the 2-cell 
with 2g - 1 holes, (BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) by D(2g-1) and
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the 3-cell, N\P(vx (-1,1)) , by B . Let vj be dis­
tinct components of v . suppose c is a spanning arc in 
D(2g-l) with (Bdc)n P(vi x [e]) ? 0 and (Bd c)nP(v.. x { 6)) f 0 
for some € = ± 1 ,  6 = ± 1 •
Choose a regular neighborhood U of
cUP ((Bd v^ ) x {€} ) U P ( (Bd Vj ) x { 6}) in D (2g-l) . Let u
denote the unique boundary component of U which lies in
/
Int D(2g-1) . Choose a properly embedded 2-cell v^ = u .
t t
Let v = (vuv^)\v^ . Since
(D(2g-l)\Bd v^ ) U P((Bd v^ ) x [-1/1]) is connected, it follows 
that (BdN)\Bdv/ is also connected. Therefore by a theo­
rem in Section 1.8 v' is a system of meridian disks for
/
N . The substitution vw v is called a band change 
(along c) [S] . See also [W, 1], [B] .
Section 5.3: Genus two special T-transformations
Lemma 5.3.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus two, let v
be a system of meridian disks for N, let P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N 
be a 2-sided embedding of v in N , and let k be a sys­
tem of curves in Bd N in general position with P . Suppose 
v*+v' is a special T-trans formation with respect to k . 
Then v ’h v  is a band change or there is an isotopy of N, 
H: N x I -» N , such that H^fv7) =v .
Proof of Lemma 5.3.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
two, let v = v^ U v ^  be a system of meridian disks for N,
let P: vx [-1,1] -¥ N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N, 
and let k be a system of curves in Bd N in general posi­
tion with P . Suppose v h v ' is a special T-transforma­
tion with respect to k along an arc component c of 
k\P(vx (-1,1)) with BdccP(v^x {€}) for some i = ±1 
and £ = ± 1 . Denote the 2-cell with 3 holes,
(BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) , by D(3) . It follows that F(c) is 
a 2-cell with 0,1, or 2 holes. Suppose F(c) is a 
2-cell with 0-holes. Let U be the regular neighborhood 
of F(c) U P( (Bd v^ ) x (e) ) whose unique boundary component 
which lies in Int D(3) is Bd v! . If e = l , thenl
U IJ P ( (Bd v^ ) x [0,1] ) is an annulus in Bd N . If e = - 1 ,
then U(jP((Bdv^) x [-1,0]) is an annulus in Bd N . In
either case it follows that there is an isotopy,
/
J: (Bd N) x I -» Bd N , such that (Bd v ) = Bd v . By theo­
rems in Section 1.3 and Section 1.8 it follows that there 
is an isotopy, H: N x I -» N , such that H ^ v 7) = v .
Suppose F(c) is a 2-cell with 2 holes. If e =1 , then
/
F (c) u P ((Bd vi) x [0,1] ) is an annulus. If € = - 1 , then 
/
F (c) u P((Bd v^ ) x [-1,0] ) is an annulus. As above it follows 
that there is an isotopy, H: Nx I-*N , such that 
H^(v7) = v . Suppose finally that F(c) is a 2-cell with 
1 hole. Choose a 2-sided embedding of vu in N,
Q: (vy v!) x [-1,1] -»N , such that P = Qj(vx [-1,1]) . Since 
F(c) is a 2-cell with 1 hole, it follows that U is a 
2-cell with 2 holes. It then follows that
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(Bd N)\Q((v u v^ ) x (-1,1)) is the disjoint of two 2-cells 
with 2 holes each. Define a 2-sided embedding of v' in 
N, P : v x [-1,1] -♦N , by P =Q|(v x [-1,1]) . Denote 
the 2-cell with 3 holes, (BdN)\P (v’x (-1,1)) , by d ’(3) . 
Then Bd c Int D (3) . Since (Bd N)\Q((v|j v.) x (-1,1))
is the disjoint union of two 2-cells with 2 holes, it
follows that the closures of the complementary domains of
/ /
Bd in D (3) are 2-cells with 2 holes. Let U denote
the closure of one of the complementary domains of Bd
in D 7(3) . Since Bd does not separate Bd N , the two
boundary components of U which are different from Bd
must correspond to different components of v / . Hence
BdU/ consists of Bd , P( (Bd v!) x (e^ ) ) , and
P ((Bd v_i) x f £2} ) for some e-j^ = ± 1 and e2 = ± 2 . Let
d be a spanning arc in \j' with BddcPfv! x {e^ ) )
UP(v_^x (e2 ^  * T^en u is a regular neighborhood of
d u P( (Bd v^ ) x (e1) ) U P( (Bd v^) x (e2) ) in d '(3) . It
follows that v / h v is a band change along d . Thus the
Lemma is proved, n
Section 5.4: Genus two band changes
Lemma 5.4.1 [Z, 2; p. 239] : Let N be a handlebody of genus
two, let v-v^uy_^ be a system of meridian disks for 
N , and let P: v x [-1,1] -»N be a 2-sided embedding of v
in N . Denote the 2-cell with 3 holes,
(Bd N)\P(vx (-1,1)) , by D(3) . Suppose k is a system
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of curves in Bd N which is cyclically reduced with respect 
to P and no component of k is contractible in N . Then 
for each e= ±1 and 6 = ±1 k\P(vx (-1,1)) does not 
separate P (Bd v_^) x {e) ) from P ((Bd v^ ) x f 6)) in D(3) .
Proof of Lemma 5.4.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
two, let v = u v  ^ be a system of meridian disks for N, 
and let P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N be a 2-sided embedding of v in 
N . Denote the 2-cell with 3 holes, (Bd N)\P(vx (-1,1)) , 
by D(3) . Suppose k is a system of curves in BdN 
which is cyclically reduced with respect to P and no com­
ponent of k is contractible in N . Suppose for some 
e= ±1 and 6= ±1 that k\P(vx (-1,1)) separates 
P((Bdv_1) x {e}) from P((Bdv ) x (5)) in D(3) . Then
there is a minimal collection c,,-»*,c with n > 1 ofI n  •£-
components of k\P(vx (-1,1)) whose union separates 
P ( (Bd v_1) x (e) ) from PffBdv^ x {6}) in D(3) . Each 
c^ is an arc since no component of k is contractible 
in N . Each c^ is a spanning arc in D(3) since k 
is cyclically reduced with respect to P . Suppose 
cn 0 (P (v^ x f e)) U P (v^  x [ 6) )) f 0 . Since the union of the 
collection does not separate P((Bd v_^ x (e))
from P((Bdv1) x [6)) in D(3) , there is a properly em­
bedded arc d in D(3) in general position with cn such 
that dn (c1 u * * * Ucn )^ = 0 and d is a spanning arc in 
D (3) with Bd d c P(v_1 x f e} ) U P(v1 x [ 6}) . Let U be a 
regular neighborhood of cn in D(3) with respect to the
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subcomplex c-j, U * * * U cn U <3 • Then d u Cl ((Int D (3)) p Bd U)
/ f 
contains an arc d properly embedded in D(3) and d is
a spanning arc in D(3) with Bd d ' c P (v_^  x {e)) U PfVj x [6] ) .
Since d ' n (c^  U* • • U cn) = 0 , the union c^ u* • * U cn does not
separate P ( (Bd v_^ ) x {e) ) from P( (Bd v^ ) x {6) ) in D(3) .
This is a contradiction. It follows that
Bd cn r P(v_1 x [-€} ) U P(v1 x {-6} ) .
Define a function f: (k\P(vx (-1,1))) n (P(v 1 x{e})
U (P (vx x (6)) ) -* (k\P (v x (-1,1))) n (P (v_x x [e] ) U P f^ x  {-6} ))
as follows. If x e (k\P (vx (-1,1))) n (P(v_1 x {e) )
U P(v1 x {6})) , let c be the component of k\P(vx (-1,1))
with x € Bd c . Define f(x) by Bdc = (x,f (x)) . Since
no component of k\P(vx (-1,1)) is a spanning arc in D(3) 
with its boundary in P(v ^x {e}) UP(vjX {6}) , it follows 
that f (x) e P(v_^ x f-e] ) U P(v-^  x {-6} ) . Therefore f is 
well-defined. It also follows that f is an injection. 
Since (Im f) n Bd cr = , card((k\P(vx (-1,1)))
0 (p (v_1 x (e) ) u P(vx x (6))) ) < card ( (k\P(v x (-1,1)) )
P (P(v ^x (-e)) U P f ^ x  • Since these cardinalities
are equal, this is a contradiction. Thus the Lemma is 
proved. I-)
Lemma 5.4.2 [Z,2; p. 240] : Let N be a handlebody of genus
. two, let v = v xU v i be a system of meridian disks for N, 
let P: vx [-1,1] -* N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N, 
and let k be a system of curves in Bd N which is cycli­
cally reduced with respect to P and such that no component
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of k is contractible in N . Let €=±1# 6 = ± 1, and
i = ± 1 . Then there is a spanning arc d in
(BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) with B d d c P ( v 1 x {€) ) u P(v_1 x (6))
and a 2-cell properly embedded in the 3-cell
/ /
N\P (v x (-1#1)) such that vh v = (v(jv^)\v^ is a band 
change along d and k is cyclically reduced with respect 
to v ' .
Proof of Lemma 5.4.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus two,
let v = (j be a system of meridian disks for N, let
P: vx [-1,1] -♦ N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N , and
let k be a system of curves in BdN which is cyclically 
reduced with respect to p and such that no component of 
k is contractible in N . Fix e = ± 1 , 6 = ± 1 , and
i = ±1 . Since no component of k\P(vx (-1,1)) is con­
tractible in N , each component of k\P(vx (-1# 1)) is an 
arc. Let m denote the cardinality of the set [cjc is 
a component of k\P(vx (-1,1)) and BdccP(v. x (e))
(J P(v_i x {6})} . Denote the 2-cell with 3 holes,
(Bd N) \ P (v x (-1,1)) , by D(3) . Suppose m = 0 . By Lemma
5.4.1 k\P(vx (-1,1)) does not separate P ((Bd v^ ) x { e})
from P((Bdv )^ x (6)) in D(3) . Then there is a properly 
embedded arc d in D(3) which is a spanning arc, 
d n (fc\P(v x (-1» 1))) = 0 , and Bd d e P(vi x (e) U P(v_i x { 6}) . 
Let U be a regular neighborhood of d(jP((Bdv^) x (€})
U P( (Bd v_^ ) x { 6)) in D(3) with respect to the subcomplex 
dU (k\P(vx (-1*1))) • Let u be the unique boundary
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component of U which lies in Int D(3) . Then k is in
general position with u u Bd v . Also if c is a component
of k\v , card(cnu) =1 . Let be a properly embedded
2-cell in N\P(vx (-1,1)) with Bd v! = u . Then
v'=(vuv^)\v^ is a system of meridian disks for N, v*v'
is a band change along d , and by Lemma 5.1.1 k is cycli­
cally reduced with respect to v' . Suppose m =1 . Then
there is a component d of k\P(vx (-1,1)) with
Bd d c P (v^  x (e) ) U P x { 6] ) . Let U be a regular neigh­
borhood of d)jP(v^x (€} ) UP(v__^x {6}) in D(3) with re­
spect to the subcomplex k\P(vx (-1,1)) . Let u be the 
unique boundary component of U which lies in Int D(3) . 
Then k is in general position with u (j Bd v . Also if c 
is a component of k\v , then card(cou) <1 . Therefore 
as above there is a band change v * v / along d with k 
cyclically reduced with respect to v' . Suppose m>l . 
Then there exists a component d of k\P(vx (-1,1)) with 
Bd d c P (v^  x (€} ) u P (v_i x ( 6) ) . Suppose d / is a component
of k\ P(vx (-1.1)) with Bd d ' c P(vi x (e) U P (v_1 x ( 6} ) and d '
is distinct from d . Then the closure of one complemen­
tary domain of dyd' in D(3) is a 2-cell, for other­
wise k\P(vx (-1,1)) would separate P(v^x{-e}) from 
P(v_^x (-6)) in D(3) which would violate Lemma 5.4.1. 
Consequently there exist d1 , d2 components of 
k\P(vx (-1,1)) with Bdd. c P(v. x (e)) u P(v . x (6)) forJ X “ X
each j — 1, 2 and the closure, F , of a complementary
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domain of d^ U d2 in D(3) is a 2-cell with d ^ u ^ c B d F ,  
and F contains each component d' of k\P(vx (-1,1)) 
with Bd d ' c P(v^ x (€)) u x (6)) . Let U be a regular
neighborhood of F (j P (^ x {e)) U P (v_£ x ( 6)) in D(3) with 
respect to the subcomplex k\P(vy (-1,1)) . Let u be the 
unique boundary component of U which lies in Int D(3) . 
Then k is in general position with uu B d v . Also if c 
is a component of k\v , then card(cou) <1 . since u 
is a regular neighborhood of dy P(v^x {e)) U P(v_i x {6}) , 
as above there is a band change ve»v/ along d with k 
cyclically reduced with respect to v ' . Thus the Lemma 
is proved. D
Chapter 6: Two-cells with n holes
Section 6.1: One-subcomplexes
Lemma 6.1.1: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n holes with
boundary components B, B^,* * *»B • Let U be a nonempty 
subset of B which is open in B . Then there is a col­
lection mutually disjoint spanning arcs in
D(n) with Bdo^cUU B. for each i = l,***,n .
Proof of Lemma 6.1.1: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n holes
with boundary components B, B^,* *’»Bn • Let U be a non­
empty subset of B which is open in B. If n = 0 , then 
there is nothing to prove. If n = l , let a-^ any
spanning arc in D(n) with Bdc-^cU (j B^ . Thus the Lemma 
is true. Let k;>l • As an induction hypothesis assume 
that if D(k) is a 2-cell with k holes with boundary com­
ponents B,B2 »***#Bk and U is a nonempty subset of B 
which is open in B , then there is a collection 
of mutually disjoint spanning arcs in D(k) with 
BdairUuB^ for each i = 1, ***,k . Suppose n = k + l . 
Since D(n) is arcwise connected, there is a spanning arc, 
an , in D(n) with Bdan cU|jBn . Let P: an x f-l,l]-*D(n) 
be a 2-sided embedding of an in D(n) with 
P((BdOn)x [-1,1]) CU. Then D(n)\P(an x (-1,1)) is a
2-cell with k holes. Denote D(n)\P(ctn x (-1,1)) by F .
/
The boundary components of F are • anc^  B •
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where b's (BUB UlmP)\P(a^x (-1.1)) . Let u' = U\ImP . 
Then U / is a nonempty subset of B ' which is open in 
B ' . By the induction hypothesis there is a collection 
al' '**'an-l mutually disjoint spanning arcs in F 
with B d a ^ c U ^ B ^  for each i == 1, •••,n-l . Then 
a-^ , • • •, an is a collection of mutually disjoint span­
ning arcs in B with Bda^cUy for each i = l,***,n.
Thus the Lemma is proved, n
Corollary 6.1.2: Suppose D(n) is a 2-cell with n holes
with boundary components B, B,, • • •, B . If a is a span-i n
ning arc in D(n) with Bd a c B u Bn • then there is a col­
lection ai'***,an mutually disjoint spanning arcs with 
an = a and Bda. cBU B. for each i = l, ***,n .
Proof of corollary 6.1.2: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n
holes with boundary components B, B^,’* *'B • Suppose a
is a spanning arc in D(n) with Bd a c B U Bn . Then n^>l.
Let P: o x [-1# 1] -»D(n) be a 2-sided embedding of a in
D(n) . Then D(n)\P (a (-1,1) ) is a 2-cell with n-1 holes
with boundary components Bi'***'Bn-l ' anc^  w^ere
B'= (BU Bn U Im P)\P(a x (-1.D) • Let u'=B\ImP . Then u' 
is a nonempty subset of B ' which is open in B / . By
Lemma 6.1.1 there is a collection a-,, • • * * a , of mutuallyi n—1
disjoint spanning arcs in D(n)\P(cxx (-1,1)) with 
Bdcucu'uBi for each i = 1, •••,n-l . Let an = a • Then 
al'* * *»an_l'an is the desired collection. Thus the Lemma 
is proved. □
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Section 6.2: Twists of D(n)
If D(n) is a 2-cell with n holes, A is an
annulus embedded in D(n) , and h: D(n) -+D(n) is a homeo­
morphism such that for each xeD(n)\Int A h (x) =x , then
h is called a simple twist of D(n) .
If D(n) is a 2-cell with n holes and for each
i = l,**-,k h^: D(n)-»D(n) is a simple twist of D(n) or
is a homeomorphism of D(n) which is mod BdD(n) isotopic 
to the identity, then the composition, h^ . °  * • • o  h^ ,  is 
called a twist of D(n) .
Lemma 6.2.1: Let S denote the unit circle in the complex
numbers. Suppose a is a spanning arc in the annulus,
Sx [0,1] , and Bd a = [ (1,0), (1,1) ] . Then there is a
homeomorphism, h: Sx [0,1] -► S x [0,1] , such that 
h |Bd (S x [0,1]) is the identity and h(a)={l] x [0,1] .
Proof of Lemma 6.2.1: Suppose a is a spanning arc in
the annulus, Sx [0,1] , and Bd a = [ (1,0), (1,1)} . The 
map, E: F x [0,1] -* S x [0,1] , defined by
E (t, u) = (exp 27rit,u) for each (t,u) e F. x [0,1] is a pro­
jection map for the universal covering space, F x [0,1] , 
of S x [0,1] onto S x [0,1] . Let Cq denote the com­
ponent of E_ (^a) with (0,0) e Bd Cq . It follows that 
Bd Cq = [ (0, 0), (n, 1)) for some integer n . Let 
c^ = ((t,u) e F x [0,1] |(t-l,u) e Cq} . since c^ is a spanning
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arc in Fx [0*1] and E(c^) =a , it follows that is
also a component of E~^(a) . The closure of one complemen­
tary domain of Cg u c^ in Fx [0/1] is a 2-cell. Denote 
this 2-cell by D . Then Bd D = Cq U U (fO, 1] x f 0))
U ([n,n+l] x {1}) • Choose a homeomorphism,
F; D-» [0,1] x [0,1] , such that F(c0)={0) x [0,1] ,
F(c1)=[l}x [0,1], F J ( [0,1] x {0} ) is the identity, and 
F{([n, n+1] x {1}) is defined by F(t,l) = (t-n,l) for each 
te [n,n+l] . Define a homeomorphism, h: Sx [0,1] -*Sx[0/l]» 
as follows. If x e S x  [0,1] , let y be the unique ele­
ment of D\c^ for which E(y) =x . Define h(x) = Eo F(y). 
Then h is the desired homeomorphism. Thus the Lemma is 
proved. □
Lemma 6.2.2: Let A be an annulus and suppose otj * a2
are spanning arcs in A with Bd = Bd a2 • Then there is 
a homeomorphism, h: A-»A , such that h|BdA is the iden­
tity and h(a^) = a2 -
Proof of Lemma 6.2.2: Let A be an annulus and suppose
al ' a2 are sPann -^n9 arcs in A with Bd = Bd • Let
f: A-t S x [0,1] be a homeomorphism. Then there is a
homeomorphism, g: Sx [0,1] -» S x [°»1] # which is isotopic 
to the identity such that g o  f (Bd a^)={(l»0),(l,l)} . 
Therefore by Lemma 6.2.1 there are homeomorphisms, 
h^: Sx [0,1] ^S x [0,1] , for each i = 1, 2 such that 
h . o  g  o  f (a .) = (1} x [0,1] and h . | (Bd s x [0,1] ) is the
X I  X •
identity. Let h: A-*A be the homeomorphism 
h = ° o (h 2 ) * ° h ^ o g o f  . Then h is the desired
homeomorphism. Thus the Lemma is proved, n
Lemma 6.2.3: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n^2 holes with
boundary components B, B-j,B2» • • •, Bn . Suppose ''S
a collection of mutually disjoint spanning arcs in D(n) 
with Bd f3 ^ c B u for each i = 2,**»,n . Suppose is
a spanning arc in D(n) with Bdct^cBuBj^ end suppose 
that 0^ is in general position with p2 U * * * U 6n • Then 
there is a twist of D(n) , T: D(n) -»D(n) , such that 
TCo^) n (P2 U * * * U 0n) = 0 •
Proof of Lemma 6.2.3: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n^2
holes with boundary components B,B^,B2,•••,Bn . Suppose 
32,***/Pn is a collection of mutually disjoint spanning 
arcs in D(n) with Bdp^cBuB.^ for each i = 2,***,n . 
Suppose is a spanning arc in D(n) with Bd a1 c B u B-^
and suppose that is in general position with
32 U***Uftn • Let m denote card (cc.^ n (3 2 u • • * u Bn)) .
If m = 0 , let T = identity. Thus the Lemma is true. Let 
k^>l . As an induction hypothesis assume the Lemma is 
true if m < k  . Suppose m = k . Choose an embedding,
P: [0,k+l] x [-1* 1] -♦ D(n) , such that P ([0, k+1] y {0}) = 0^ ,
PfO.OJeB^ (ImP) n BdD(n) =P({0,k+l) y [-1,1]) and
(Im P) n (P2 u  U Bn) = P ([ 1, 2, • • • ,k) y [-1,1] ) . since
(32 U **‘U3n) f $ * There exists a component p of
(P2 U *'* UPn)\P([0^+l] x (-1,1)) which has one endpoint 
in B2 U * ’ * U Bn anc^  t*16 other endpoint equal to P(j,e)
for some integer j , 0 < j < k + 1 , and e = ± 1 . It can
be assumed without loss of generality, by perhaps repara­
meter izing P , that € = 1 . There exists a pair of dis­
joint arcs , C2 properly embedded in 
D (n)\P ( [0, k+1] x (-1/1)) with Bdc1 = (P(|,-l), P (|, 1)} , 
BdC2 = {P(j -^, l),P(j + -|, 1)} , and 
(C^ u C2) 0 (82 U * * * U 8n) = 0 • Define an arc 
^  = P([0,|] x {0}) uP(f-f) x [-1,0]) U Clu P([-|,j--|] x {!))
U C2 i,iP((j + |] x [0,1]) uP([j + |,k+l] X (o)) . Then
ft ' \ P([0,k+1] x (-1,-^ )) is a properly embedded arc in the
1 1 2-cell with n-1 holes D (n)\P ( [0, k+1] x (-1, — )) . Let U
be a regular neighborhood of \ P([0,k+1] x (—1 ,—■)) in
D (n)\P ([0, k+1] x (-1,-|)) with respect to the subcomplex
(P2 U **’ UBn)\P([0,k+l] x (-1,-|) ) . Then U is a 2-cell.
Therefore UuP([°»k+l] x [-1,"|] ) is an annulus which is
embedded in D(n) and are spanning arcs in this
annulus with Bda^ = Bdft^  . By Lemma 6.2.2 there is a
/
twist of D(n) , T: D(n) -»D(n) , such that T(o1) = Cr^ .
Now or^ n (p2 u * * * U Pn) contains k-1 points and cr^
is in general position with S2 U *** UPn • BY the induc­
tion hypothesis there is a twist of D(n) , t ' : D(n)-*D(n) , 
such that T 7 (rr^) fi (P2 U * *' U Pn) = 0 • Then t' o T is the
desired twist of D(n) . Thus the lemma is proved. O
Lemma 6.2.4: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n holes and
suppose a , p are spanning arcs in D(n) with Bd ft = Bd 9 .
Then there is a twist T: D(n) ->D(n) such that T(ft) = P .
Proof of Lemma 6.2.4: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n holes
and suppose ft , |3 are spanning arcs in D(n) with
Bd ft = Bd P • If n = 0 , then D(n) is a 2-cell, D(n) 
contains no spanning arcs, and there is nothing to prove.
If n = l , then D(n) is an annulus and the desired twist 
of D(n) is given by Lemma 6.2.2. Let k^ > 1 . As an in­
duction hypothesis assume the Lemma is true for n=k . 
Suppose n = k + l . Let B, B-^, * * *, B be the boundary com­
ponents of D(n) such that Bd P c B U . By Corollary
6.2.1 there is a collection mutually dis­
joint spanning arcs in D(n) with P^=P and
Bd|3^ c By B^ for each i = l,-**,n . Since there is a
homeomorphism, h: D(n)-»D(n) , which is mod BdD(n)
isotopic to the identity such that h(ft) is in general 
position with UPn • it is without loss of gener
ality that ft can be assumed in general position with 
^2 ^ **' U Bn • By Lemma 6.2.3 there is a twist of D(n) ,
T: D(n) -» D(n) , such that T(ft) n (P2 U * * * U ?n) = 0 • Let
U be a regular neighborhood of P9u *** UP D(n)
& n
with respect to the subcomplex T(ft) u3 = T(ft) (J3^  • Since 
C4(D(n)\U) is an annulus and T(o) , 6 are spanning arcs 
in this annulus with BdT(ft) = Bd P , by Lemma 6.2.2 there
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is a twist of D(n) , T ': D(n)-»D(n) , such that
T 7 o T(a) = 0 . Thus the Lemma is proved. □
Lemma 6.2.5: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n holes and 
suppose h: D(n) -*D(n) is a homeomorphism such that 
h|BdD(n) is the identity. Then h is a twist of D(n) .
Proof of Lemma 6.2.5: Let D(n) be a 2-cell with n holes
and suppose h: D(n) -*D(n) is a homeomorphism such that 
h |Bd D (n) is the identity. If n = 0  , then D(n) is a
2-cell. The conclusion of the Lemma is provided by a theo­
rem in Section 1.3. Let k ^ > 0  . As an induction hypothesis
assume the Lemma is true for n = k . suppose n = k + 1 .
Let B, B^ » *'* * Bn be the boi ndary components of D(n) .
Since D(n) is arcwise connected, there is a spanning arc
a in D(n) with Bd o t B U . Then h(a) is also a
spanning arc in D(n) and Bdh(a) = Bd a . By Lemma 6.2.4 
there is a twist of D(n) , T: D(n) -»D(n) , such that 
Toh(a) = a . Let P: ax [-l,l]-»D(n) be a 2-sided embed­
ding of a in D(n) . There is a mod BdD(n) isotopy,
H: D(n) x I -» D(n) , such that H-^ ° T 0 h (Im P) = Im P . More­
over, there is a mod BdD(n) isotopy, h ': D(n) xI-»D(n) , 
which is invariant on P(ax {—1#1)) such that
° Hf 0 T 0 h|Bd(Im P) is the identity. By a theorem in 
Section 1.3 the homeomorphism ° o To h | Im P: Im P -♦ Im P
is mod Bd(ImP) isotopic to the identity. Since
D(n)\P(o x (-1,1)) is a 2-cell with n - l = k  holes and
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° Hj ° To h | Bd (D (n) \P (a x (-1,1))) is the identity, by the 
inductive hypothesis 0 ^  o To h|(D(n)\P(a x (-1,1))) is a 
twist of D(n)\P(ax (-1,1)) . It follows that h is a 
twist of D(n) . Thus the Lemma is proved, n
Chapter 7: The proof of Lemma 2.6
Proof of Lemma 2.6: Let N be a handlebody of genus g
and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose 
h: N -» N is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism which
is homotopic to the identity and h(v) = v . If g = 0 , 
then a theorem in Section 1.4 states that an orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism of a 3-cell is isotopic to the 
identity .Thus the Lemma is true. Suppose g>0 . Let 
P: vx [-1# 1] -» N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N .
Since h(ImP) is a regular neighborhood of v , a theorem 
in Section 1.5 supplies an isotopy, H: N x I -» N , such that
o h(Im P) = Im P . Therefore it can be assumed without 
loss of generality that h(ImP) = Im P . By Lemma 3.7.1 
h(P(v^x {<=})) = P(v^x {e}) for each i = 1, • • *, g and e = ± 1. 
Since h is orientation-preserving,
h |P (vi x { e) ) : P (vi x f e} ) -» P (v^  x {e]) is orientation- 
preserving for each i = l, •••,g and e= ±1 . It follows 
that there is an isotopy, J: N x I -» N , which is invariant 
on P (v^  x f e}) for each i = 1, • • •, g and € = ± 1 and such 
that o h|P(v x {-1,1}) is the identity. Therefore it 
can be assumed without loss of generality that 
h|P(vx {-1*1}) is the identity. Let D(2g-1) denote 
the 2-cell with 2g - 1 holes, (BdN)\P(vx (-1# 1)) • Since 
h|BdD(2g-l) is the identity, by Lemma 6.2.5, h|D(2g-l)
is a twist of D(2g-1) and h|P((Bdv^) x [-1,1]) is a twist 
of P((Bd v.) x [-1,1]) for each i = 1, •••,g . Suppose
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h|D(2g-l) = hjc° *** 0 where each h^ is a simple twist
of D(2g-1) or a homeomorphism which is mod BdD(2g-l)
isotopic to the identity. If h^ is a simple twist of
D(2g-1) and A is an annulus in D(2g-1) such that
h^(x) =x for each x € D(2g-l)\Int A , let D be a properly
embedded 2-cell in N and let Q: D x [— 1 # 1 ] -♦ N be a
2-sided embedding of D in N such that
Q ((Bd D) x [-1,1]) =A and ImQcN\P(vx (-1,1)) . Then the
cone construction on Im Q supplies a simple twist of N ,
T: N -»N , such that TjlmP is the identity. On the other
hand, if h^ is a homeomorphism of D(2g-1) which is
mod BdD(2g-l) isotopic to the identity, then tu extends
by the identity map to a homeomorphism h } of Bd B ,
/
where B = N\P(vx (-1,1)) . Therefore h^ is a homeomor­
phism of Bd B which is mod P(vx {-1,1}) isotopic to the 
identity. By a theorem in Section 1.3 h^ extends to a 
homeomorphism h^ of B which is mod P(vx {-1,1}) iso­
topic to the identity. It follows that h^ extends to a 
twist of N, T: N -» N , such that T|ImP is the identity. 
Consequently, hjD(2g-l) extends to a twist of N ,
Tq : N-+N , such that Tq IIihP is the identity. Since
h|P((Bdv^) x [-1,1]) is a twist of P((Bdv^) x [-1,1]) for 
each i =1,•••,g it follows in a similar fashion that 
hJP((Bdv^) x [-1,1]) extends to a twist of N, T^: N-+N, 
such that T^|N\P(v^(-1,1)) is the identity. It follows
that t”3" o ... o tT1 o T^1 o h |Bd N is the identity.g i u i
Furthermore, it may now be assumed without loss of gen­
erality that not only is h|P(vx [-1,1)) the identity but 
also hjBdN is the identity. Since hjBdB is the iden­
tity and h|BdP(v^x [-1*1]) is the identity for each 
i = l,***,g , it follows by a theorem in Section 1.3 that 
h is isotopic to the identity. Therefore the Lemma is 
proved, n
Chapter 8: The proof of Lemma 2.2
Section 8.1: Band changes along compatible spanning arcs
Let N be a handlebody of genus g> 2 , let v be a 
system of meridian disks in N , and let P: vx [-1,1] -» N 
be a 2-sided embedding of v in N .  If c,d are span­
ning arcs in the 2-cell with 2g - 1 holes,
(Bd N)\P(v x (-1» 1)) , and (Bd c) c p(vi x [ e] ) U P (Vj x { 6})
for some i f j , e = ± 1 , and 6 = ± 1 , then c and d
are said to be compatible spanning arcs.
Lemma 8.1.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus g > 2 , let 
v be a system of meridian disks for N , and let 
P: vx [-1,1] -»N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N .
Suppose c and d are compatible spanning arcs. If
v * v /= (vyv^)\v^ is a band change along c and 
vh v" = (vy v")\v^ is a band change along d for some
i , then there is a twist of N, T: N-*N , such that
T(v ) = v
Proof of Lemma 8.1.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus
g ^ 2  , let v be a system of meridian disks for N , and
let P: vx [-1*1] -»N be a 2-sided embedding of v in N.
Denote the 2-cell with 2g - 1 holes, (BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)) ,
by D(2g-1) . Suppose c and d are compatible spanning
arcs in D(2g-1) . Suppose vi-» v ' = (vyvj)\v. is a band
// //
change along c and v»-» v = (vyv^)\v. is a band change
along d for some i . Let H: Nx I -»N be a mod v
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isotopy of N which is invariant on P(vx {-I#!}) and 
such that (Bd c) = Bd d . Since vi-*H1(v/) is a band 
change along H-^ (c) , it can therefore be assumed without 
loss of generality that Bdc = Bd d . By Lemma 6.2.U there
is a twist h of D(2g-1) such that h(c) = d . Let U
be the regular neighborhood of
c u P( (Bd vi) x {e) ) U P( (Bd Vj) x {6) ) in D(2g-1) where
Bd c c P (vi x ( e)) U P (vj x { 6} ) for some j f i , € = ± 1 , and
6 = ± 1 and Bd is the unique boundary component of U
which lies in Int D(2g-1) . Since h(c) = d, h(U) is a
regular neighborhood of d y P ( (Bd v.) x { e})u p ((Bd v .) x { 6] ) .
J
It follows that there is a mod BdD(2g-l) isotopy,
H: D (2g-1) x I ■+ D (2g-1) , such that H^(h(Bd v!) ) =Bd 
Since h extends to a mod v twist of N and H extends 
to a mod v isotopy of N , it follows from a theorem in 
Section 1.8 that there is a twist T of N such that 
T (v') = v " . Thus the Lemma is proved. n
Section 8.2: The proof of Lemma 2.2
Lemma 8.2.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus two and let
v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose k is
a system of curves in Bd N such that no component of k 
is contractible in N . Suppose h: N-»N is a homeomor­
phism such that k is cyclically reduced with respect to 
h(v) . If v / is a system of meridian disks for N and 
either vt-*v' is a band change or there is an isotopy of N,
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H: Nx I-tN , such that H1(v) -v' , then there is a twist 
of N, T: N -» N , such that k is cyclically reduced 
with respect to Tohlv*) .
Proof of Lemma 8.2.1: Let N be a handlebody of genus two
and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose 
k is a system of curves in Bd N such that no component of 
k is contractible in N . Suppose h: N*»N is a homeo­
morphism such that k is cyclically reduced with respect
/
to h(v) . First suppose v is a system of meridian
disks for N and the substitution is a band change.
In fact, let P: vx [-1,1] be a 2-sided embedding of v
in N and let the 2-cell with 3 holes, (BdN)\P(vx (-1,1)), 
be denoted by D(3) . Let c be a spanning arc in D(3) 
with Bd c c P(v1 x { e} ) ll P (v_^ x f 6) ) for some e = ± 1 and 
6 = ±1 . Let U be a regular neighborhood of c u P ((Bd v^ ) x { e))
U P((Bd v_1) x (6}) in D(3) such that for some i = ±1,
v^ is a properly embedded 2-cell in N\P(vx (-1,1)) ,
Bd v^ is the unique boundary component of U which lies
in Int D(3) , and v /= (vijv!)\v. . Define a 2-sided
embedding of h(v) in N as follows. If
(x,t)€h(v)x[-l#l] # let P ’ (x, t) = h ° P (h  ^(x), t) . Let 
D (3) denote (Bd N) \ P ' (h (v) x (-1,1)) . Then h(U) is a 
regular neighborhood of
h (c) (j P ' (Bd h (vx) x (e)) u p'(Bd h (v_x) x ( 6}) in d '(3) .
It follows that h(v)h+h(v/) is a band change along the 
spanning arc h(c) . since k is in general position
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with h(Bdv) , there is a 2-sided embedding of h(v) in N , 
q': h(v) x [—1,1] -4 N , such that k is in general position 
with q ' . By a theorem in Section 1.5 there is an isotopy, 
J: N x I -» N , such that (Im P ') = im Q ' . The substitu­
tion ° h (v) * © h (v') is a band change along the span­
ning arc J^o h(c) in the 2-cell with 3 holes,
(Bd N)\q ' (h (v) x (-1,1)) • Say
Bd (J1 o h (c) ) c- q ' (h (Bd vx) x {e^) uQ^h (Bd v_1) x ( 6-^  ) for 
some = ± 1 and ft = ± 1 . By Lemma 5.4.2 there is a 
spanning arc d in (Bd N)\Q' (h (v) x (-1,1)) which is com­
patible with o h(c) and a band change
,  i
Jo h (v) *4 w = (Jo h (v) (j wi)\ J1 o h (v^ ) such that k is 
cyclically reduced with respect to w / . By Lemma 8.1.1 
there is a twist of N, T: N-*N , such that T(J^oh(v/))
= w* . Thus To N -» N is a twist of N and k is
/
cyclically reduced with respect to To J^o h(v ) . There­
fore T o is the desired twist of N . Suppose on the
other hand that there is an isotopy of N, H: N x I -» N ,
/
such that H-^ (v) =v . Then the twist of N desired by 
the Lemma is ho o h \  because h o o h  ^ is a 
homeomorphism of N which is isotopic to the identity and 
k is cyclically reduced with respect to 
hoH^1 oh”~'*'oh(v') . Thus the Lemma is proved, n
Lemma 8.2.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus two and let
v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose k is 
a system of curves in BdN and no component of k is
contractible in N . Then there is a twist of N ,
T: N-»N , such that k is cyclically reduced with respect
to T(v) .
Proof of Lemma 8.2.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus two
and let v = v iU v  ^ ke a system of meridian disks for N .
Suppose k is a system of curves in Bd N and no component
of k is contractible in N . Since there is an isotopy,
H: N x I-* N , such that k is in general position with
(Bd v) , it can be assumed without loss of generality that
k is in general position with Bd v . By Corollary 4.1.2
/ (n)
there is a finite sequence v, v v with n>0 of
systems of meridian disks for N such that v ^  » v 
is a special T-transformation with respect to k for each 
i =0,•••,n-l and kis cyclically reduced with respect to 
v ^  . If n = 0 , then the Lemma is true, suppose n>0 . 
By Lemma 5.3.1 for each i = l,***,n the substitution 
v (i)w is a band change or there is an isotopy of N,
H: N x I -» N , such that H1 ( v ^  ) = v*1-1* . In Lemma 8.2.1
/ r. \
let h be the identity (=id) homeomorphism and let v
be the given system of meridian disks. Then k is cycli-
(n)cally reduced with respect to id(v ') . By Lemma 8.2.1 
there is a twist TR of N such that k is cyclically
reduced with respect to Tn ° id(v^n . if n - l > 0  ,
in Lemma 8.2.1 let h be the homeomorphism Tn ° id and
(YX"~ 1)let v be the given system of meridian disks. Then
k is cyclically reduced with respect to Tn o id(v^n”^)
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from the above. By Lemma 8.2.1 there is a twist T , ofn—1
N such that k is cyclically reduced with respect to
(ti«— O A
T i 0 Tn o id(v ) . continuing in this manner, there
are twists of N, Ti'***'Tn ' such that k is cyclically
reduced with respect to T, ° ••• o t (v) .  Thus the Lemmai n
is proved, n
Proof of Lemma 2.2: Let N be a handlebody of genus two
and let v be a system of meridian disks for N . Suppose 
k is a system of curves in BdN and no component of k 
is contractible in N . By Lemma 8.2.2 there is a twist 
of N, T: N -» N , such that k is cyclically reduced with 
respect to T(v) . it follows that T (^k) is cyclically
reduced with respect to v . since T N-»N is a twist
of N , T  ^ is the desired twist of N . Ihus the Lemma 
is proved. □
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